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Printed atlas (Franklin 
& Paxinos)

Allen Reference Atlas

Limitations
- Not enough details
- No public tool to map users’ own 

data to the atlas
- Not updateable by new data
- No quantification of cross-subject 

variance



Goal: Build a new type of 3D digital atlas for the mouse brainstem

Deliverables:
- Software for registering section images to a 3D standard coordinate space (“the atlas space”).

- Derive a mean model and measure variance across subjects
- Map the model and the standard coord. system to new images

- Anatomical reference model (“the atlas”)
- Initially, contains mean / variance of the position of major structures
- Potentially, different types of information, including measures from:

- tracing studies of neuronal connections
- electrophysiological recording studies of the action of neurons in different areas
- anatomical studies of different cell types

Features:
- Detect anatomical landmarks with deep neural network-based texture classifiers.
- Detectors and reference model can be updated by new data.
- Quantification of variance based on a large number of subjects.

Use: 
- A framework to compile anatomical and functional measurements across experiments and 

experimental groups.
- A guide to stereotaxic surgery and the placement of brain activity probes.



Our system

Cryo-sectioned Nissl series Multiple subjects co-registered to 
the standard coordinate space/ 
“atlas space”

Anatomical reference model “the atlas”



Data
- Eleven P56 C57BL/6 mouse brains, stained with Nissl
- Sagittally sectioned using CryoJane® Tape-Transfer System to ensure minimal deformation
- 400 sections per brain, 20 μm thick



Each brain is reconstructed as 
a 3D volume by aligning 
consecutive sections using 
rigid transforms.

Reconstruct volumes 
from image series

Virtually re-sectioned in coronal

hippocampus

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QZ9dtwwU4Q


Atlas building pipeline

Unannotated brain

Subject coord. space

...



Atlas building pipeline - Annotate brains

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Subject coord. space

...



Annotate images
- As of now, annotated two brains for major structures.
- Purpose 1: Form the initial anatomical reference model.
- Purpose 2: Provide initial training data for supervised learning of texture classifiers.
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Reconstructed subject volume 
with annotation contours
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Atlas building pipeline - (a) Bootstrap initial reference model / atlas

Initial atlas

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

(a) Bootstrap

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space



Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains



Align &
average

Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains

all instances aligned average shape



Align &
average

Bootstrap reference model using annotated brains

Convert 
contours to 
3D models

Annotated brains

Reference model / atlas

all instances aligned average shape
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Atlas building pipeline - (b) Train classifiers, classify unannotated patches, generate score volumes

(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap



Train binary classifiers to recognize patches inside vs. outside each structure

VLL vs. non-VLL

7N 
vs. 

non-7N

7n 
vs. 

non-7n



Predict: Assign each patch a vector of structure probability scores, form score maps

Pre-trained 
convolutional
neural network

7N vs. non-7N

encode texture

Binary Support 
Vector Classifiers

5N vs. non-5N

7n vs. non-7n

VLL vs. non-VLL

4096-dim feature vector 
0.75

0.92

0.26

0.03

Structure 
score vector

100 μm x 100 μm patch

...

Interpolated  
score maps
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Reconstruct score volumes from score maps

#160 #170

#190 #200

Example patches with high score

7n (facial nerve)



#195 #200

#210#205

Example patches with high score

Tz (nucl. of trapezoidal body)Reconstruct score volumes from score maps
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Score volumes for all 
structures



Convolutional neural networks

- Encode input image into a feature vector.
- Automatically learn filters that are applicable to various types of images (pre-trained on natural images, 

works well on histology images too.)

- Input are image patches
- Network is a stack of alternating convolution layers and subsampling layers of various sizes.
- Output of each layer modulated by nonlinear function. 
- Several fully connected layers at the end.



Filters @ Convolution layer 1

These low-level filters resemble Gabor filters (simple 
cells in mammalian visual cortex).



Filters @ Convolution layer 2

These mid-level filters are more complex combinations 
of low-level filters.



Output @ Fully connected layer

Neurons at the output of fully connected layer compose 
the feature vector of this patch.



Atlas building pipeline - (c) Globally align atlas to subject

(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap



(c) Globally align atlas to subject

Compute a 12-parameter 3d affine transform 
that maximizes total overlap score.

- grid search + gradient ascent

Sections from the registered volume
(colored loops = structure contours of atlas)

Atlas roughly 
matches subject



Atlas building pipeline - (d) Adjust each structures separately

(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

(d) Align 
each 
structure

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap



(d) Adjust each structures separately

For each landmark, compute a 6-parameter 
3d rigid transform that maximizes overlap 
score with its corresponding score volume.

Atlas matches 
subject more 
accurately. 

The result can be 
used as automatic 
annotation of the 
subject brain.

Blue: global alignment
Green: individual alignment



(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

(d) Align 
each 
structure

(e) Map structures 
back to atlas T-1

Subject structures 
in atlas space

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Atlas building pipeline - (e) Map annotated subject back to atlas coordinate space

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap



The atlas in the standardized 
coordinate space



The subject (red) registered to the 
atlas (white)



7N (facial motor nucleus) in the atlas 



7N of the subject (red) registered to the 
atlas (white)



(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

(d) Align 
each 
structure

(e) Map structures 
back to atlas T-1

Subject structures 
in atlas space

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Apply the same procedure to
other unannotated brains

...

Atlas building pipeline - (e) Map multiple subjects back to atlas coordinate space

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap



2 brains (red, blue) registered to 
the atlas (white)



3 brains registered to the atlas



5 brains registered to the atlas



All 11 brains registered to the atlas



7n (facial nerve)



Pn (Pontine gray)



VLL (ventral lateral lemniscus)



5N (nucleus ambiguus)



All 14 structures of 11 brains 
co-registered in the atlas space



Atlas building pipeline - (f) Compute mean and variation of structures to form new atlas

Subject coord. space

Atlas coord. space

(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

(d) Align 
each 
structure

New atlas

(e) Map structures 
back to atlas T-1

(f) Average 
and quantify 
variation

Subject structures 
in atlas space

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Apply the same procedure to
other unannotated brains

...

(a) Bootstrap



Variation of structure centroid across 11 brains

Δx

Δy

Δz

Deviation from 
structure’s centroid in 
the atlas

Different structures

200 μm

-200 μm

200 μm

-200 μm

100 μm

-100 μm



New reference model / atlas

Saggittal Coronal

Horizontal



Ongoing 1: Augment the training set based on registration results

Automatic annotations, as a by-product of the registration, can be used to extract more training data 
for texture classifiers.

Ongoing 2: Analyze the uncertainty in registration results

Measure the brain-to-brain sensitivity in different directions by the peakedness of the score function at the 
optimum (Hessian).



Ongoing 3: Multiplex with other stains (cell types, tracing markers)

Nissl
NT Blue
(blue channel as grey)

Use Fluorescent NeuroTrace Blue as the link to the Nissl atlas. 



Thank you !



The reference model (atlas) in the 
standardized coord. space



Atlas building pipeline - (e) Map annotated subject back to atlas coordinate space

(b) Classify 
landmarks

Initial atlas

Score volumes for 
different structures

Unannotated brain

Annotated brains

Train

(c) Globally align 
atlas to subject

(d) Align 
each 
structure

(e) Map structures 
back to atlas T-1

Subject structures in atlas space

Reference model 
aligned to subject

Atlas coord. space

Subject coord. space

(a) Bootstrap






